
Abstract 
 

In Taiwan aborigines have Pingpu people and Mountain people. Siraya is one of 
Pingpu people, Feng-Shan eight tribes are branches of it. The property-rights 
configuration of natural resources had transited from open access common  
resources into closed access common property, and then from latter into private 
ownership from the view of institutional change of property rights. It had formed 
common property into private ownership, when people’s livelihood changed from 
hunting and gathering into settled agriculture. Before Dutch occupying, all Taiwan 
was aborigines’ land, Feng-Shan eight tribes’ population spread in Pingtung Plain of 
southern Taiwan. Hunting, fishing and farming were Siraya’s livelihood mostly, there 
was no concept of ownership, and land was used in common. As the land area was 
used only by village man, it was similar to “the closed–access common resources” 
which had the feature of exclusive communal property. After Ching Dynasty, owing to 
Han Chinese had moved into the southwestern Taiwan, wild plains decreased 
gradually. To improve the productivity efficiency of tribal land and sustain basic 
needs of living, Feng-Shan eight tribes’ people must change their traditional 
livelihood. As rapid growth of Han Chinese and Siraya people, and the diffusion of 
technology for paddy rice farming, the tribal land rights had transited from common 
property into private ownership. 
 

Split ownership or two tiers of owners was one of the traditional system of land 
tenure in Pingtung Plain in Ching era, it distinguished what were called large-rent and 
small-rent rights. In order to protect tribal land rights and encourage village 
aborigines to plant their land, Ching Government prohibited Han Chinese from 
developing wild plains illegally. However, if aborigines did not need to develop the 
tribal land, Ching Government permitted Han Chinese to rent tribal land. Han Chinese 
obtained small-rent rights of tribal land by paying the tribal tax, the tribe only kept 
residual large-rent rights. Therefore, the tribal land rights were divided into split 
ownership which was called large-rent and small-rent rights. Any owner of those 
rights could either manage them by themselves or sold them out. Otherwise, large-rent 
and small-rent rights of some tribal lands belong to village aborigines, some of them 
sale small-rent right for lack of money. Village aborigines had left nothing but right 
for collecting rent. Because village aborigines were very poor, they had to borrow 
some money from Han lender and mortgage their rent to lender. Village aborigines 
could not amortise the debt usually, if the appointed pay off date reached. As a result, 
the right of collecting rent belonged to Han lender continually. Formally village 
aborigines had the large-rent rights, but they were deprived gradually, the large-rent 



rights turned out empty. This research will prove that by the spread drawing of tribal 
rent in Ching era and spread drawing of tribes’ population in late Ching period. 
 

In short, the purpose of this research is to explore institutional change of land 
rights of Feng-Shan eight tribes by institutional change theory. Through deliberation 
of Siraya private documents, we can conclude the property rights of village aborigines 
were transited from communal right into private ownership and turned out to be 
emptiness or only face right. This research is divided into six chapters. Chapter one is 
introduction. Chapter two is literature review and theory deliberation. Chapter three 
explains the traditional territory of Feng-Shan eight tribes by Taiwan maps of 
K’ang-hsi and Ch’ien-lung period and investigation map in early period of Japanese 
occupation, and explores the traditional land right system of them to utilize historical 
article and folk contract. Chapter four explores their land rights had transited from 
common property into private ownership from induced institutional change and 
imposed institutional change theory. Chapter five analyzes evolution of tribal land 
rights, calculates difference of values between large-rent and small-rent rights and 
proves that the large-rent rights were turned out empty from folk contracts. Chapter 
six is conclusion and suggestion. 
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